CHAPTER V
CLOSING

This chapter consists of conclusion and suggestions that are related to the research findings and discussion.

A. Conclusion

Noun phrase is a participle or infinite phrase which could be replaced by a noun or pronouns that function as a subject is a noun phrase. Noun phrase or NP is a noun and pronoun, optionally accompanied set of modifier. Noun phrase can use an opposition structure; it is mean that the elements in the noun phrase are not in a head modifier relationship, but in relation equality.

This thesis focused on types of noun phrase and function of noun phrase in *Percy Jackson and the Sea of Monster* novel written by Rick Riordan. The results of this study are found out type of noun phrase, function of noun phrase, the usage of noun phrase used transformational generative grammar, and meaning of noun phrase. The type of noun phrase is divided into seven types, they are common noun, noun phrase introduced by determiner and genitives, noun phrase introduced by quantity word, bare noun phrase noun phrase introduced by a or an, a special possibility for proper noun, and some special combined forms. The function of noun phrase is divided into eight functions, they are as a subject, as direct object, as an indirect object, as a subject complement, as a object complement, as complement of a preposition, pre modifier of noun phrase, and adverbial.
It is analyzed use Transformational Generative Grammar. This theory was formally started in 1957 with the publication of Noam Chomsky’s Syntactic Structure. One of generative grammar is phrase structure, it analysis divides sentence into smaller and smaller constituents until only words or morphemes are left. The usage of transformational generative grammar is to know the phrase that use in the sentence and analyze using tree diagram.

Beside type and function of noun phrase, it discussed about meaning of noun phrase, there are from lexical and contextual. Noun phrase in lexical it translate used word by word, but it translate used the context of this story that is contextual.
B. Suggestion

1. For the teacher and lecture, since it is vital for EFL learners to learn noun phrase due to one word of noun can be a phrase and in sentence there are some of phrases to build a sentence such as noun phrase, verb phrase, adjective phrase and adverb phrase. It is important for learner to know how the sentences build. It hopes that this study helps us to draw out some implication for language teaching and language teaching.

2. For next researchers, it can use different theories with the same data and use the other phrase for discuss more deeply about phrase. So that readers know the difference between noun phrase and other phrases.

3. For students, learn noun phrase from grammatical book make students bored. Novel is one of alternative media to learn noun phrases, they can enjoy the story while learn English. Learn about the noun phrase will help when making a sentence. Because, the phrase is part of the sentence which was built with some phrase.